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THESIS ABSTRACT

Zoom In Closer explores ideas of sensuality through glass and narratives. I am interested
in the material qualities of glass, including translucency, fluidity, and warmth; and how these
qualities can be translated into languages of intimacy. This thesis is based on personal
experience and scholarly research on the enigma of female sexual desires. Zoom In Closer is a
body of work that utilizes glass objects, glass processes, films, illustrations, and photography
that question what does it means to live authentically despite the influences of rape culture.
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Introduction
Sex is a word that has often gives me an unutterable frustration when trying to define it. It
is a subject that was not brought up in the family, not taught in school, and not encouraged to be
discussed among peers. The cultural scripts from Taiwan emphasize the passivity of female
roles, especially. Women who express their libido or maintain an active role in sexual
relationships are considered sexually available. In my thesis, I question the inequality of how
society sees males with libido as pride but females as promiscuous.
The opportunity of coming to a foreign country for graduate school has given me a chance
to be myself. In an unknown country with an unfamiliar language, I am able to be free. Through
the acknowledgment of sexual agency,1 I took back the ownership of my body. I started by
analyzing my conflict characteristics: a sensual person and a victim of both sexual harassment
and sexual assault. Living under the influence of rape culture, I often felt the victimization was
somehow my fault. Coming to the United States allowed me to zoom out from the incidents into
a broader perspective. I started to create works that referenced personal experience and
western feminist theorists. I look into the sex education and the cultural experience I received in
both the American and Taiwanese educational systems and pull ideas of the similarities and
differences between them.
Language became the entry point for my thesis. By divesting into the meaning of words, I
began to understand how complicated sexual desires are and how to respect each individual’s
sexual orientation. Glass became my tongue to redefine myself. The paradoxical aspect of glass
parallels how I am passionate, yet cold about my own sexuality. The materiality of warmth,
luminosity, and translucency reflects on personal intimate experiences’ while the fragility
resonates with my recovery from trauma. The glass phenomenon complements the phrases that
I have been struggling to speak aloud. In my thesis research, I discovered pleasures in the
process of glassmaking. To visualize those feelings and share them with others, I use videos,
photography, and illustrations. By creating short films, photography, and objects, I proudly
express my “Dirty Thoughts.”

1

The ability to make sexual choices according to one's will, free from coercion. Research and theory
suggest that it functions in the service of both protection from harm and enabling sexual pleasure.
Chmielewski, J. F., Bowman, C. P., & Tolman, D. L. (2020). Pathways to Pleasure and Protection:
Exploring Embodiment, Desire, and Entitlement to Pleasure as Predictors of Black and White Young
Women’s Sexual Agency. Psychology of Women Quarterly, 44(3), 307–322.
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Context
In the thesis research, my thoughts jump between two languages, English and Mandarin.
In Mandarin, the word sex is 性, pronounced as Xing. Xing can also be used to describe life, the
true essence of a substance or personality. It has meanings that the English word ‘sex’ does
not possess. I searched for words in English that are similar to Xing. The term “erotic” in Audre
Loarde’s Uses of the Erotic2 has the closest meaning to it. In her writing, she ungirds the ancient
Greek word from its modern pornographic context.3 Eros is the life force living deep inside our
bodies. Similar to Xing, it includes the meaning of life. For me, eroticism is the power that
constantly guides me to observe the sensual experience with fascination and curiosity. When
learning the foreign language of “erotic,” I think of it as a substance that feels like silk, sees
through with obscurity, and disappears gradually, almost like a plume of smoke that shifts gently
with the breeze. It has the spirit like glass in its molten state, the fluidity, translucency, and
ephemerality.
In the body of my work, Xing serves as the conceptual starting point of the project, it
pushes me to identify myself as a person with libido and use that power creatively. The erotic
has influenced my art practice to be mainly focused on the physical process. According to
Lorde, the erotic lives in the doing.4 It allows me to engage within the time of art-making. I take
close observation of things I see, smell, touch, hear and feel while working with glass. It is a
substance that flows with heat, disguises with clarity, and wrestles against time.
Humor exists in each of my works in different ways, such as observational humor, satirical
jokes, or absurdity. I enjoy finding humorous gems in our day-to-day life. Sexual teases were
where my sex knowledge primarily came from. It fulfilled my curiosity, even if they were incorrect
and mostly made by men. I began to pay attention to American Female stand-up comedians. I
was touched by their way of advocating equality in sexual relationships with laughter. They have
the power to zoom in on the importance of trivial things or point out the unfairness that society
2

Lorde, Audre. (1978). Uses of the Erotic. Crossing Press

3

Willett, Cynthia, and Julie Willett. (2019). "Fumerism: Feminist Anger and Joy from Roseanne Barr to
Margaret Cho and Wanda Sykes." In Uproarious: How Feminists and Other Subversive Comics Speak
Truth,
Minneapolis; London: University of Minnesota Press, Pp33
4

Lorde, A. (2013). By Audre Lorde - Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches. Ten Speed Press. Pp53
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accepts as normal. In my thesis, I used humor as a tool to break down the patriarchal notions in
society. Through intensifying my work with joy and laughter, I tackle the taboo with levity.
Sexuality is often simplified as behavior driven by hormones, but it is also entwined with
internal thoughts, feelings, and motivations. The thesis research began with the hypothesis of
using glass to consolidate my Eastern mindset of Xing with the Western framework of the erotic.
Zoom In Closer is a thesis project that captures the sensual moments of art-making with videos,
photography, and illustrations. The action of zooming in indicates not only visually seeing closer
into details, but also experiencing the material quality with heart.

References
The acknowledgment of sexual empowerment serves as a starting point of my thesis
research. I look into the social movement of sex liberation, Feminism, and the most recent
theory of Fumerism5. Through the investigation into the subject matter, I get to identify myself as
a practitioner in the contemporary feminist movement. My thesis is to challenge society's
perspective towards female libido. A phenomenon that is misunderstood and strangely taboo in
society. In Taiwan, the passivity of women has long been seen as a virtue. It helps to sustain the
patriarchal aspect of each household. The less we know about sex the better it is for everyone.
Growing up being raised as a woman, I often kept myself silent when it came to experiences
that discomforted me. Coming to graduate school allows me to recognize those moments were
a violation of my body.
Sex liberation in America happened once in the 1920s and then again in the 1960s. In the
second movement, it brought up the idea that “sex was no longer a source of consternation but
a cause for celebration.”6 Unfortunately, this notion did not spread to Asia until the late 20th
century.7 Taiwan was under Martial Law8 from 1949 to 1987. During that time, there were no
political parties, no human rights, and no free speech. The people’s thinking and reading were
5

A merger of Feminism and humorism.

6

Hills, R. (2014, December 2). What Every Generation Gets Wrong About Sex. Time.
https://time.com/3611781/sexual-revolution-revisited/
7

M. (2001, March 19). SEX IN ASIA: Turning Up the Heat. TIME.Com.
http://content.time.com/time/subscriber/article/0,33009,1955687,00.html
8

Martial Law. (2018, April 7). OFTaiwan. https://oftaiwan.org/history/white-terror/martial-law/
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controlled and had no freedom of expression. After the end of Martial Law, Western ideas of
sexual freedom began to take place in social movements. I was born in 1990, three years after
the end of Martial Law. It was a time when western feminist theories began to spread. This
thesis is written in a foreign land where I could zoom out from the land I grew up in and
understand the cause of the late development of the sex revolution in my home country.
Identifying as a female artist focusing on the topic of sexuality, recognizing the feminist art
movement has become essential in my art practice. The movement started during the 1960s to
1980s. Before this, the art world had been considered a male-dominated world. Female artists
during this time were making artwork that was less about presenting with aesthetic value but to
breaking down the societal and political standers toward sexual and gender differences.9
Georgia O’Keeffe is one of the pioneers that inspires me. Her paintings of close-up flowers and
landscapes of the desert are sensual to me even if they are not directly depicting female
anatomy. O’Keeffe is known for her flower paintings. During this time, male critics labeled her
work as taboo because it is a representation of female genitalia.10 This idea was denied by
O’Keeffe, who claimed that her works were not about female sexuality. Whether or not O’Keeffe
identified herself as a feminist artist, I found the essence of Xing in her works, such as her
painting of Black Mesa Landscape, New Mexico11. The contour of the mountain is soft and
voluptuous. The scenery becomes abstract with minimal lines that remind me of the outline of
the human body. O’Keeffe’s inspirations came from nature. For me, the female power is larger
than portraying the form of the vulva, it can also be found in the forms of others. Georgia
O’Keeffe’s approach to subject matter influenced me in my art practice by looking into shapes
that are created by nature, such as using a cave and oyster shell to represent female anatomy.
Another conceptual influence is Fumerism; a merger of Feminism and humorism. Up until
now, humor has seemed to be an exclusively male terrain12. The book Uproarious: How
9

Ristanovic, V. (2019, August 23). THE ART WARRIORS OF THE SECOND WAVE OF FEMINISM. THE
UNTITLED MAGAZINE. https://untitled-magazine.com/the-art-warriors-of-the-second-wave-of-feminism/
10

A. (2019). ArtDependence | The Symbolism of Flowers in the Art of Georgia O’Keeffe. ArtDependence.
https://artdependence.com/articles/the-symbolism-of-flowers-in-the-art-of-georgia-o-keeffe/
11

Georgia O'Keeffe, Black Mesa Landscape, New Mexico / Out Back of Marie's II, 1930, oil on canvas.
Georgia O'Keeffe Museum. https://collections.okeeffemuseum.org/object/77/
12

Willett, Cynthia, and Julie Willett. (2019). "Fumerism: Feminist Anger and Joy from Roseanne Barr to
Margaret Cho and Wanda Sykes." In Uproarious: How Feminists and Other Subversive Comics Speak
Truth, Pp21.
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Feminists and Other Subversive Comics Speak Truth challenges the traditional notion of
“feminist has no sense of humor.” This book identifies female comedians throughout history that
burn down the house with laughter. Such as Hannah Gadsby, a standup comedian with an art
history background. She had influenced me most profoundly in the way of using humor as a
weapon. In her performance Nanette,13 she started the talk with light-hearted jokes about the
history of misogyny in art. Pointing out the questions that females often have been asked by
males “ Why aren’t you laughing? What are you, some kind of lesbian? You need to lighten up,
you need a good dicking.”14 As if a female must find men’s words funny. Towards the end of her
performance, Gadsby dropped the story about her traumatic experience of sexual assault. She
broke the tension with complete silence. Her performance has inspired me to think about the
approaches of delivering the dark side of sexuality to the audience. In Fumerism, a gutsy belly
laugh and the shock of the content can both raise social awareness and activism. Humor serves
as a cathartic element in my art practice. It appears in my work at different levels. Some are
absurd, cheeky, satire, or observational. I enjoy challenging heavy topics with a lighthearted
touch. It is not just funny but also gives the audience an idea to chew on after the laugh.
With the conceptual ideas of praising the art-making process, most of my work is oriented
around the practice of filming or photography. I draw connections with Performance Arts.
Performance Art is a genre of art that presents a “live” experience to an audience. It first started
in the early 20th century alongside Futurism and Dadaism.15 The movement took place during
the 1970s, the same time as the rising of the feminist movement. At this time female artists and
scholars were questioning the unspoken topic of sexuality and gender in a variety of ways.
Performance Art became one of its most distinctive manifestations 16. In 1976 feminist art critic
Lucy Lippard made an explanation of why Performance Art has become a feminist practice:
“When women use their own bodies in their artwork, they are using their selves; a significant

13

Hannah Gadsby, Nanette. (2018). https://www.netflix.com/title/80233611

14

Willett, Cynthia, and Julie Willett. (2019). "Fumerism: Feminist Anger and Joy from Roseanne Barr to
Margaret Cho and Wanda Sykes." In Uproarious: How Feminists and Other Subversive Comics Speak
Truth, Pp 151.
15

Wainwright, L. S. (2011). "Performance art." Encyclopedia Britannica,
https://www.britannica.com/art/performance-art.
16

Wark, J. (2006). Radical Gestures: Feminism and Performance Art in North America. McGill-Queen’s
University Press. pp3.
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psychological factor converts these bodies or faces from object to subject.”17 This idea can be
expressed through Martha Rosler The Semiotics of the Kitchen18 in 1975. In this 6 minute
performance, Rosler is dressed in an apron and stands in the middle of the kitchen table
appearing to be a housewife. Using the alphabet to introduce kitchen tools. In the performance,
she used the tool out of the normal way. She used it aggressively, such as stabbing the knife in
the air with anger. In the end, she performs the last six letters by using her body to pose. In this
process, she has become one of the kitchen objects as well. Performance Art influenced me to
experience different interactions with the objects I create. By letting myself also become a
subject, I feel I expose my vulnerability. Later on, I discovered that the best way to express my
fetishes of glass processes and not being exposed is through presenting with videos,
photographs, and illustrations. Thus the final output of my works is mostly made out of the
material.
Performance art has also been widely used in the glass field. Although early performance
art has been predominantly taking place in the hot shop, some of the artists I am looking at are
utilizing finished objects of glass to use as focal points within performance work. For example,
Grace Whiteside's The Bottomless Bowls19 in 2019 used glass objects as props for her live
performance. She made a series of bowls that can only hold liquid inside through surface
tension. The performance is an absurd demonstration of how to use this product precariously by
shaking it on a specially designed table. In the show, she acts as a host of a shopping channel,
drawing viewers’ attention through her hilarious introduction. I draw connections to her work
because I make glass objects to be the protagonist of my film project. In my art practice, I enjoy
building a storyline about the object that I created and see adding the element of performance
as a way to extend its life.
Performance Arts is by nature ephemeral, one way to preserve it is through video
documentation. After several experiments with both live and pre-recorded performances, I found
my concept of sensuality can be best expressed in films. Through films, I have better control of

17

Wark, J. (2006). Radical Gestures: Feminism and Performance Art in North America. McGill-Queen’s
University Press. Pp6.
18

Martha Rosler, Semiotics of the Kitchen, 1975, video. Museum of Modern Art
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/88937
19

Grace Whiteside, The Bottomless Bowl, 2019
https://gracewhiteside.com/section/486337-The-Bottomless-Bowl.html
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the framing, sound effects, and storytelling. As I start to identify myself as a glassmaker/
filmmaker during my thesis development, I found the term “glass-informed filmmaking”20 in Rikka
Haapassari’s Doctoral thesis. In her writing: “ Glass-Informed films grow from the field of glass,
and are produced by artists who have extensive training, skills, and insight into the tradition.”21
Her statement helped me to differentiate my video works from glass demonstration videos on
Youtube. The glass-informed film does not focus on presenting the skill itself but expresses
conceptual ideas through the lenses of a person who has adequate knowledge of this material.
Such a concept has been supported by Glass Meet The Future by NorthLand Creative from the
UK. It is a film festival focused on female glass/ film artists. It provides a new territory of glass
art; through the female gaze of glass. Acknowledging this group of artists allows me to see my
video as “glass-informed films”.

20

University of Sunderland. (2021, March). Glass taking the lead: glass-informed filmmaking in creative
practice (Doctoral thesis). Rikka Haapassari. http://sure.sunderland.ac.uk/policies.html.
21

University of Sunderland. (2021, March). Glass taking the lead: glass-informed filmmaking in creative
practice (Doctoral thesis). Rikka Haapassari. http://sure.sunderland.ac.uk/policies.html. Pp 10
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Evolution
My thesis is a tribute to our crafting hands. Sensual feelings are mostly perceived by
hands. For me, the movement of hands could be highly seductive and manipulating. Crafting
has become essential for me to approach subject matter because it involves a great amount of
effort on hands-on experiences.
Glass is a magical material due to its multiple states of forms. It lives in solid and liquid
depending on the temperature. Therefore the ways of working with glass vary. It allows me to
explore a variety of techniques and find which best speaks to my concept. While glass is in its
molten state, it can stretch, expand, illuminate and even burn other substances. Unlike hot
glass, cold glass techniques are slower and mostly work solo. It is meditating and relaxing.
Glass is the lens I use to see my sexuality. THot glass shows me the intimacy that happens
when engaging with others. Especially in the game of foreplay that involves mostly hands. Hot
glass that needs tools to bridge between us, cold glass gives me a much closer opportunity to
touch with my fingertips. When working with pasting cold glass particles on the mold, it reminds
me of self-pleasuring. I have more control of the pace and ways that please me. These are the
key elements of glass that support my thesis ideas.
Among the materialities discussed above, the most important is the transparency of glass.
Glass is widely used in the field of camera lenses because of this fundamental physicality of
being transparent. During the process of filming, I was using glass to see glass. There is a
sense of pure nakedness by thinking about the relationship between them. Using itself to see
itself. This notion resonates with my concept of Xing; zooming in to see the essence of beings.

11

Body of work
The thesis consists of five pieces of work. Not Enough No, I am a Hole, Mo Mo Cha, Ecstasy,
and Seduction. Not Enough No, I am a Hole, and Mo Mo Cha are installation pieces that have
multiple approaches under the same title. Ecstasy and Seduction are short films.

Not Enough NO
The sculpture and the Carousel
This piece consists of two parts; the sculpture (figure 1) and the Carousel projection(figure
2). The sculpture is a light table made from an antique box. The box is raised to waist-high by
four table legs. On the top of the box is a white panel of glass. A small number of slides, also
known as reversal films22, are placed on the top of the light table with a magnifying glass.
Because each slide is 2” by 2” viewers are encouraged to use the magnifying glass to see the
details. The slides are arranged in a traditional Mandarin reading order; from right to left.

Figure 1

Figure 2

A Carousel is a traditional projector that uses a rotary tray to store slides. In the past, it
was often used to create slideshows in lectures or home entertainment. In this piece of work,
the Carousel projects images to the chiffon fabric that hangs in the front of the corner. Because
of the sheer fabric, the imagery casts two layers; on the chiffon23 and the corner. The
22

Reversal film is a type of photographic film that produces a positive image on a transparent base. After
processing, it is mounted on a plastic white frame. During the 1930-70’s, reversal films served the
purpose of broadcasting images to an audience through a slide projector, rather than printing it out.
23

Chiffon is a thin, light and delicate type of fabric that can easily see through
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overlapping makes the imagery soft and obscure. While the old projector is on, it generates heat
and rumbling sounds, and each time it loads a slide, there is a clicking sound. In the tray, there
are gaps in between slides, thus sometimes after the clicking sound of loading, no imagery is
shown.
The four categories of imagery

In this piece of work, both the light table sculpture and the Carousel share the same
content of the imagery. They consist of four different categories of images. In the paper, I used
Figures A, B, C, and D to describe the images. Figure A depicts the punty transfer. A process in
glassmaking that usually happens during the transfer of the piece. The assistant would gather a
small amount of glass on the top of the rod, which is called the punty. After finishing the piece
while tapping the glass objects off the rod, a good punty can break off easily with a little mark on
the piece. Punty does not only have one certain shape. The main maker would decide the
desired form of the punty under different circumstances, but sometimes it is just personal

13
preference. The pictures depicted a variety of absurd shapes such as horses, flowers, blobs of
molten glass, or cellophane bubbles. None of these punties will be accepted in normal
conditions because it will put the main piece at risk.
Figure B is the making of a Taiwanese dessert known as Soft-hearted. It is a dessert that
stuff mochi into the dried dates. In the pictures, the maker sliced the wrinkled date lengthwise
and dug out the core. Then the maker squeezed the mochi inside the small fruit aggressively. As
the process went on, the table became cluttered with abandoned cores and stains everywhere.
The pictures capture the violence of cooking these delicious sweets.
Figure C is the portrait of a person shaking her head. The pictures were taken while the
action happens, thus the images look blurred. It shows a body language of refusal.
Figure D is pictures of hands playing with lubricant oil in various gestures. In these photos,
the hands look glossy because of the oil. It indicates sexual secretion.
Filming approach
The main category of the slides is figure A, the transfer process of glass making. In this
piece of work, I utilized my conceptual ideas of “ zoom in closer” into the ways of
documentation. In the beginning, the pictures were taken by placing the camera a few feet away
from the subject with the background of the annealer24. On the door of the annealer, there is a
sign reading “No,” to prevent people from accidentally opening the door during the annealing
process. This may also cause the risk of breaking the glass in the annealer. In the
documentation of the punty process, I moved the camera four inches closer to the subject each
time after clicking the shutter. In the end, the images became out of focus and blurred,
portraying the “NO” sign in the background.
Consent
Not Enough No is a piece of work that echoes the notion of consent. Consent is an
agreement between participants to engage in sexual activity.25 It is a fundamental process that
is easily overlooked. Silence or the lack of resistance does not indicate consent. In this piece of
work, I use “silence” to emphasize my personal experience of showing resistance. It can be

24

An annealer is a box that stores glass with warm temperature, which helps glass to gradually cool
down to room temperature.
25

https://www.rainn.org/articles/what-is-consent
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seen in the slides of figures A and C; rejecting punties and the body language of shaking head
to express “no”.
The pictographic characters
The language of Mandarin is being emphasized in this piece; the reading order of right to
left and the word system of pictographs. Mandarin uses six types of word systems26 and
pictographs are one of them. Because it is a character, the meaning of the words hides in its
form, in some ways, like a picture. For example, the word water looks like water. Thus we can
know the meaning of the words by how it looks. In Not Enough No, the slides on the light table
are read as pictograph characters that deliver meanings through images.

I used four different kinds of photographs repeatedly in this work as a way to express the
message of “NO”. The photographs used in this project are innuendos. They are triggers for me
because they represent violence, risk, silence, and misunderstanding. In figure A, the punty
transfer shows the person’s right to refuse despite constant confrontation. The absurd shape of
the punty is used as humor to indicate the rejection that is often misunderstood as a part of
26

The six types of Chinese character are pictographs, simple Ideographs, compound Ideographs,
phonetic semantic compounds, transfer characters, loan characters.
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teasing foreplay. This idea is shown on the first and last slides on the light table. One depicts
images of “NO” and the other is “ON.” Using the wordplay of ambigram27, the word “NO” flipped
over becomes what sometimes turns the other person “ON.”
The part of cooking the dessert draws inspiration from Martha Rosler’s work The
Semiotics of the Kitchen, which utilizes the act of cooking as a performance. In the slides of
figure B, I demonstrated how the void of the dates has been brutally filled up with other
substances.
In figure C, the shake of the head symbolizes how the body language of refuse becomes
muted. These pictures are blurred because I intend to emphasize the movement of shaking.
Finally, figure D is like a shadow play of hands, the invisibility of lubricant strings can easily be
seen on the shadow cast in the back. It represents the misunderstanding of female sexual
secretion. Sexual secretion is often wrongly seen as a sign of showing excitement for sex.
Sometimes it is also self-defense from the body system to reduce the pain during intercourse.

Final
The sculpture of this piece can be read as a short introduction of the story and the
Carousel projection is the full narrative. In the broader concept of Xing, I chose to discuss not
only the good but also the bad sides of sexuality. In Not Enough No I want to evoke the notion of
affirmative consent by magnifying my personal experience and projecting the story to a larger
audience.

27

Something (such as an image of a written word or phrase) that is intended or able to be oriented in
either of two ways for viewing or reading. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ambigram
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I am the Hole
I am the Hole consists of two parts; the zine(figure 1) and photography(figure 2). The zine
is a handmade comic book of a fictional story. It is about the creation of a glass sculpture that
was made out of a cave. Besides the zine, there are five photographs. The photographs are
considered a continuation piece of the zine. They are pictures of a person holding, sleeping,
eating, urinating, and shopping with a glass sculpture.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Hot blow mold
The primary technique used in this piece is called a “hot blow mold.” A blow mold 28 is one
of the methods that cross two different kinds of glass discipline; mold making and glass blowing.
I chose this technique because it brought sensual feelings that relate to the subject matter, such
as the physical touch of material during the mold making and the pleasure of watching a glass
bubble expand in a restricted space. The mold can be made out of various objects in different
ways. In this piece, I made a mold out of a cave by Lake Ontario. I named it “The Hole.” The
goal is to make the intangible tangible. To capture the form and texture of the negative space.
28

Inflating a parison of hot glass in a mold. The glass is forced against the inner surfaces of the mold and
assumes its shape, together with any decoration that it
bears.https://www.cmog.org/glass-dictionary/mold-blowing
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Zine
During the making process of the hole, I personify the cave as a human with feelings and
desires. In the narrative of the zine, I give the hole a voice. The hole moans in excitement while
a series of sensual acts unfold. The final part of blowing glass into the constrained space is the
climax. When the hot glass bubble expands inside the mold, the hole shouts out with ecstasy.
The hole is being made by my breath.

Photographs
Besides the zine, this piece of work includes photography. There are five pictures in total.
The pictures show my interaction with the hole after it was made. These photos are taken in the
bedroom, dining room, restroom, and supermarket. I took the hole into my personal life. This
series was taken with Nikon FM2, a traditional film camera. The aesthetic value of film

18
resonates with the concept of Xing, the essence of beings. The photographs are printed into 45”
x 53” inches thus showing the quality of the images is not as sharp and vivid. I am intrigued by
its roughness and blurriness. The unavoidable grain adds a sense of imperfections, which
resonate with the background setting of this series; it is not trying to portray something
glamorous or dramatic, but the beauty of simple daily life.

Final
I am a Hole is influenced by Georgia O’Keeffe’s work Black Mesa Landscape, New Mexico.
The line of the mountain ridge is voluptuous thus making a barren landscape full of vitalities.
The sensual qualities of beings do not only live in human bodies but also in nature. Which
pushed me to seek subjects like caves that are created by the erosion of nature.
In this work, I utilize the power of fumerisim. I shift the grief of my trauma and generate it
into a warmth of humor. The story of the zine is surreal. Growing up as a female I often think of
myself as a void. The passivity of females is considered a virtue in my culture. In the process of
sexual empowerment, I realized I was never meant to be filled both physically and mentally. My
strength is to have the ability to be flexible yet still have a voice. In the story of this piece, the
hole was not filled with an actual substance, it was being blown with my breath.
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Mo Mo Cha
Mo Mo Cha is a short film that utilizes glass objects as the protagonist for the story. The
seven minutes film is made with stop motion and slow motion.
The film
The film began with a person sitting by the dining room table. There is a wooden tray on
the table which holds objects including a teapot, copper plate, teaspoon, tea pick, and a red ink
paste (figure 1). The person starts to perform the tea ceremony in an unrealistic manner, such
as rubbing a tiny bit of ink and turning it into an oyster, and guiding it into the teapot. After
pouring the hot water into the teapot, the scene shifts into a close view of an oyster in the glass
tank (figure 2). The bottom of the tank is a piece of mirror. Under the view of macro lenses, the
oyster looks like a combination of both female and male genitalia. The background music from
Kamasi Washington’s Clair de Lune is introduced into this shot. The oyster swims with Jazz in
slow motion. As the music fades out, the scene is back to real life. The person holds an oyster
shell in their hands, rubbing it in different angles and directions. After a nice warm-up of the
shell, it increases its size and becomes a big purple shell. Meanwhile, the oyster is sitting inside
the pot. The tea came out white as the person poured it and created a mess on the tray.
Regardless of the mess, the person takes the shell in front of the face and starts licking it.
Making the sound of chewing and sucking. The Jazz comes back slowly from the background,
and the scene shifts back to eroticizing the glass shell. The Turkey blue ribbon slowly
penetrates one of the holes on the glass, like a tongue licking and swirling. The satisfaction
stops on the final scene of gold leaf flickering with gasps.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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The oyster shell
The glass object in this film is the large oyster shell. I am always fascinated by shells. I am
drawn to the contrast of its texture. The glossy interior versus the rough exterior that was
shaped by the ocean. There was a sensation while playing it in my hands. However, the
frustration of how my finger can not reach some of the smaller spots make me wonder if I can
have it bigger. The glass shell in the video was made by Pâte de Verre29. A technique that can
capture fine details from the mold surface and can be thin as a shell. In the video, the form of
the glass shell was made from the exact shell that the person was rubbing in the scene (figure
3). I have the original 3D scan of the oyster shell. For the printing process, I printed the scans
three times bigger (figure 4). After having a 3D printing of the shape I made a mold out of it.
Glass frit and powder were pasted thinly on the mold and fired up to a melting temperature.
After taking out the mold, the side facing up has a glossy texture, and the side facing down has
a slightly rougher texture because it had contact with the mold.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Story background: Sexy tea shop
The narrative is inspired by the glass-making process of pâte de verre, a technique that
allows the maker to develop tactile relationships with the material. The titillating experience
29

(French, “glass paste”) A material produced by grinding glass into a fine powder, adding a binder to
create a paste, and adding a fluxing medium to facilitate melting. The paste is brushed or tamped into a
mold, dried, and fused by firing. After annealing, the object is removed from the mold and finished.
https://www.cmog.org/glass-dictionary/p-te-de-verre
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draws connections to the Taiwanese culture of the sexy tea house, a type of sex industry
disguised underneath the business of tea shops. It is a hostess tea shop that generally caters to
middle-aged men who are looking for sexual service from women. The service can include
intercourse, but mostly focuses on “touches” such as hands or mouth.30 People also called it
“Mo Mo Cha”. Mo in Mandarin is 摸 which means touch. Cha is the character of 茶, which
means tea. By doubling the word of Mo, it emphasizes the tactile feelings. Thus Mo Mo Cha
means “the gentle touch of the tea”. By divesting into words of meaning, I found myself intrigued
by the language of sex, and how they could hide the sexual meaning behind nonsexual words.
Filming approach
The film is half stop motion and half slow motion. The tea ceremony is presented by stop
motion, an old animated filming technique that manipulates objects frame by frame. I am drawn
to this technique because of the rigidness it creates. The rigidness is often intentional which
adds a sense of humor to it. For me, the absurdity fits into my practice of Fumerisim. On the
other hand, the close depiction of the swimming oyster and glass shell is presented in slow
motion. By slowing down the footage I am able to see details that are not easily seen during
normal speed, such as the constellation in the tank that was created by the meat residue of the
oyster. For me, slowing down is another way to zoom in.
Aphrodisiacs31
As Audre Lord said “For the erotic is not a
question only of what we do; it is a question of
how acutely and fully we can feel in the doing”32.
In this piece, I continue to explore the erotic
power through hands-on experiences. Mold
making is relatively time-consuming and highly
repetitive compared to other glass techniques. It
allows me to slow down and be fully engaged
30

https://theinitium.com/article/20210520-taiwan-sexy-tea-covid19/

31

An aphrodisiac food, drug, potion, or other agent that arouses sexual desire.
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/aphrodisiac
32

Lorde, A., & Clarke, C. (2007). Sister Outsider. Amsterdam University Press. Pp 88
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both mentally and psychically. During the process of making the glass shell, I think of how
people see oysters as an aphrodisiac even though science has proved it wrong. However, the
connection between libido and eating oysters is still there. For me, aphrodisiacs are an
imaginative component of our minds. Human desires are complicated. The “turn on” sensation
with oysters is less about the nutrition of what the oysters can provide to our body but the
gesture of sucking and licking on raw meat then wiping off the taste on the corner of our lips.
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The Teahouse
The Teahouse is an installation with found objects, glass, and video projections. The
piece is approximately the size of a three feet cube. It was set up in the City Art Space in
downtown Rochester. On the site, the installation was surrounded by four layers of white sheers
hanging down from the ceiling. On the white sheer fabric, a short film was projected. With the
translucency of this material, the film projects through one fabric to the other side, casting a
blurred image of the video. In between each fabric, there was a gap that allowed people to walk
into the installation. Inside the white cube, there were nine white low pedestals. Eight of them
had objects or words on them, and only the one in the middle remained empty. These were the
objects that were shown in the video.

The Teahouse, top view of the installation
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A list of the objects
1. blowpipe
2. Roland Barthes A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments in English and Mandarin version
3. Oxford dictionary with no pages
4. a piece of fabric with shiny effects
5. empty sake bottle
6. two tweezers facing each other
7. white sheer fabric
In The Teahouse, video is projected on the sheer of fabrics. The seven minutes video is
a collage of different footage. The composition of the video is the same as the layout of the
white pedestals. They are both made by following the nine-palaces grid. In the video, each
theme takes turns showing up on the grid.

The Teahouse, front view of the installation
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Below is the content of each theme in chronological order:
●

A hand with dripping water opened the furnace door.

●

An English dictionary was put on the table in front of the furnace, looking up for the word
“glass.”

●

Two people work together in the hot shop. Acting the glass blowing process without
glass.

●

Two blobs of molten glass turning slowly in the dark. Illuminating the makers’ hands. The
two makers use tweezers to grab and pull the glass.

●

A person walks past the glory hole with water dripping down from the legs.

●

Blowing bubbles to a person’s navel.

●

Using glass blowing colored water with straws.

●

Two people blowing color drops with straws towards each other.

●

Images of the overhead projector.

●

UV glued the fragile glass piece into a goblet. The body of the vessel is made by a
cellophane bubble from furnace glass. The stem of the goblet is made by pulling thin and
twisted glass with borosilicate. The foot is made by a kiln casting thin layers of glass with
Bullseyes frit.

●

Pour sake into the UV gluing goblet and try to drink with it.

●

Macro shot of blowing color drops with straws.

●

Cutting down the pages of the dictionary.

●

Dipping the stick into the soap water to blow bubbles.

●

Two people trying to cheer with the fragile goblet.

●

Scraps of the dictionary on the words “Horny.”

●

Closing the furnace door.

Final
The teahouse is a continuous project of the Mo Mo Cha piece. Both are examining the
Taiwanese sexy tea culture. A hidden business where words of intimacy take place with a sip of
tea. Drinking tea is never the real purpose but to have a taste of being touched and pleased by
others. This piece utilizes space, objects, and video to construct a personal sex museum. My
teashop is made of walls of fabric. People are invited to walk in and feel the privacy by hiding
behind the thin shield. Videos are being projected on layers of screens. They are all being
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filtered through; viewers are unable to see through clearly. This is to create feelings that are
difficult to grasp, to read, or to see clearly. These emotions symbolize the frustration I had when
facing sexual desires that brought vivid memories that I had limited words to express. The
objects are tools used in the videos, serving as the residue of my fantasizing process. They are
oriented around a middle pedestal that has nothing on it. The arrangement is to use a group of
the visible to be aware of the invisible, the same as the video composition; the absence of glass
in the glass blowing process. The chaotic structure of liquid; the fragility of it, beyond paper-thin;
the time it spends absorbing and releasing the heat. These are the observations I perceive that
resonate with memories of intimacy. The Teahouse is an installation that inspires by eroticizing
glass phenomenons.

The Teahouse, on site installation view
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Ecstasy

Ecstasy is a slow-motion video of molten glass. In the scene, the background is dark
while the glass is illuminating the surrounding with heat. The molten glass on the end of a rod is
turning slowly. The speed of the turning is not fast enough to keep the glass from falling. A
wooden paddle comes into the frame from the left, slapping and pushing the glass from
dropping. When the glass and wood meet, the heat burns the wood thus creating sparks.
Sometimes the wooden pat stays longer on the glass, gently lifting the weight of the glass. As
the two materials touch, the heat begins to light up the wooden paddle, creating a bigger flame
than the sparks. The video is accompanied by the background sound of white waves crashing
on shores.
In my art practice, I developed a habit of making glass that would not necessarily be
presented in the end but would instead serve as an inspiration for further purposes. The story of
Ecstasy is written while engaging myself in the hot shop. Paying close attention to moments that
are easy to overlook. In
glass blowing, a wooden
paddle is a tool for
assistance. It is usually
used to block the heat for
the main maker or it can
be used to create flat
surfaces. When using the
wood paddle, I imagine
the tactile pleasure
between glass and wood.
The moment of seeing the glass fall, again and again, only to be caught by the wooden paddle,
is like waves crashing against the rocks. It is a collision of soft and hard. The choice of playing
in slow motion was influenced by how I see time playing as an essential role in the process of
glass blowing. Working with molten glass is like wrestling with time. Makers have to develop the
ability to work with glass in the shortest time before the material cools down. By prolonging the
time during editing, I can revisit the moment and perceive things that I would not notice during
the hustle. The concept of magnifying the sensation of art-making is presented by the filming
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approach of macro lenses and slow motion. It allows the viewers to dive into the moment of
glass processes through the maker’s eyes.

Seduction

Seduction is a short film. The video switches between two scenes. One scene focuses
on the surface of the leaf while another focuses on the stem of the leaf. In both parts, a
borosilicate glass lingers around the leaf, turning constantly from falling. When the glass gets
closer to the subject, the heat dries out its moisture. During the interaction, the vapor process
makes the leaf move up and down. This video comes with the background sounds of human
breathing and bed sheet rustling.
The short film exemplifies the act of sexual teasing. The game of attraction and
distraction. The luminous glass plays the role of seducer, on the other hand, the leaf serves as
the seducee. In this video, the provocative gesture of teasing without actual touches makes the
leaf move in the rhythm of breathing. The stem of the leaf lights up with excitement and with the
background sounds, it builds up the tension of the foreplay. The game of flirting can be
threatening and dangerous but exciting. The desire for intimacy builds and spins out of control,
the invisible force of the heat eventually burning the leaf. This piece of work resonates with my
ideas of using hot glass to indicate sexual foreplay. It is an invitation of touch without the
guarantee of intercourse. The teasings and naughtiness can be seen in this piece of work.
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Conclusion
The experience of living as a foreigner is full of surprises. I see these differences as things
to explore. I got to witness the growth and impact of the LGBTQ movement in the U.S. I began
to identify myself as an activist and celebrate gender and sexual diversity. Living in a more
emancipated time and land, I have the courage to look back on the problem that I have long
been escaping from. With the body of my work, I finally feel like I have a voice. I am eager to
share my concept with the people in Taiwan; bringing together the Eastern character of Xing
with the Western lifestyle of the erotic.
During the past two years, I merged my passion for glass and narrative. I am proud to be
an artist who focuses on the material. My knowledge of glass gives me a non-human-centric
point of view. As a maker, I learned how to realize my idea based not only on my intention but
also on the consideration of material property. In the process of listening to what glass wants to
do, I develop story after story to depict the character of this substance. In the future, I wish to
continue zooming into moments of pleasure with the maker’s eyes. By utilizing glass processes
as a source of inspiration, I will create a series of works that shine lights on gender equality.
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List of Illustrations

Not Enough No_Sculpture
43”19”12”
2021
Lightbox, antique furniture, glass, reversal slides
Photo credit Elizabeth Lamark
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Not Enough No_Carousel
Dimensions Vary
2021
Carousel, chiffon fabric
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34

I am a Hole_Zines
8.5” 5.5”0.3”
2021
Paper, print, book binding
Full content: https://yingchiunleeglass.com/I-am-a-Hole_zines
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I am a Hole_Photography
45”53”
2021
Photoprint
Photo credit Aeh Jay Hollenbeck
Full content: https://yingchiunleeglass.com/I-am-a-Hole_daily-life
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Mo Mo Cha_Sculpture
12”8”5”
2021
Pâte de verre, antique wooden tray, mirror
Photo credit Elizabeth Lamark
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Mo Mo Cha
video
7mins 11sec
2021
https://vimeo.com/538479310

40

Tea House_Installtion
3.5*3.5*3.5ft
2021
Blowpipe, glass, wine bottle, fabric, video projection, tweezer.
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The Tea House
video
7min54sec
https://vimeo.com/546961853
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Ecstasy
video
1min10sec
https://vimeo.com/494405405
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Seduction
1min1sec
Video
https://vimeo.com/490584793
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